2016
STUDENT DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE
COLLEGIATE INFORMATION AND VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATION

BY THE NUMBERS

- 267 ATTENDEES
- 178 STUDENTS
- 89 ADVISORS
- 64 INSTITUTIONS
- 25 SESSIONS
- 3 KEYNOTES
- 4 TOURS

64 INSTITUTIONS REPRESENTED

ORGANIZED BY REGION

- REGION 1: 16% (10 institutions)
- REGION 2: 25% (16 institutions)
- REGION 3: 14% (9 institutions)
- REGION 4/5: 45% (29 institutions)

#SOCIAL CHATTER

@SewaneeTim
Wrapping up #SDI2016 only reinforces the amazing people who work to bettering campus visits. #CIVSA @SewaneeAdmiss

@lambda_lambda
“What’s there to do on the weekends?” Having a great time and learning so much at CIVSA’s Student Development Institute for student ambassadors! #tourguideproblems #SDI2016 #civsa #boston #tourguidelife